ABSTRACT: This work is concerned on sensitivity analysis of semiautonomy algorithm of mobile robot to environmental sensors' failures. The construction of the robot, semiautonomy algorithm and used sensors have been described. The algorithm bases on a reactive hybrid approach that merges data from different types of sensors and calculates resulting velocities. This algorithm takes also into account environmental sensors' damage by modifying the behavior of robot in accordance to actual sensors' set state of health. Simulation research using Matlab/Simulink package and experimental tests' results of semiautonomy algorithm were presented. The experimental tests were carried out in outdoor conditions. The research and tests were performed for normal environmental sensors' operation and for selected sensors' damage. On that basis, sensitivity of semiautonomy algorithm to selected environmental sensors damage was tested.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most discussed issues in the field of mobile robotics is the problem of autonomous movement in highly diverse and unknown environment [1] . In most cases the problem of robot movement is described as a problem of finding the shortest and collision-free movement trajectory from current robot position to its goal. Algorithms used to ensure proper realization of robots assignments highly depends on data gathered from wide range of sensors. Depending on type of used sensors, different type of sensor failure may occur. The nature of those failures is often possible to be determined only after they have occurred. High diversity of possible failures, and problem of detecting them cause the need of taking into account possibility of incorrect data presence in the system at first stage of algorithm design.
As these failures are difficult to predict their appearance may cause serious robot's and its surroundings damages. Diagnosing failures and the fastest possible reaction to them is the key issue. In scientific elaborations two main approaches to the described problem are mentioned [2] . First of them is based on creation of sensors model and comparing its prediction to real data [3] . Some of proposed solutions require interference into whole system structure [4] . Another, different approach has been presented in [5] . The goal of that elaboration was to develop a method that will enable detection of a previously unnoticed sensor failure and an adequate reaction to it.
Described method is based on determining the level of credibility of the data sent by the sensors. The complex solution based on merging two mentioned approaches was presented in [6] . Algorithm described in that elaboration is model based but also uses artificial neural network to detect and react on sensors' failures.
The best remedy for sensors failures is sensor redundancy but it requires an increase of financial costs of whole robot construction.
This article presents the methods of reacting to the sensors' failures used in the control algorithm of the IBIS robot.
THE IBIS MOBILE ROBOT
The commercial version of IBIS (Fig. 1a) is designed for pyrotechnical and combat missions to operate in diverse terrain like sand, snow or rocky bulk. The basic technical features of the robot can be found [7] . For research activity a new version of IBIS robot without manipulator has been designed (Fig.1b) . The IBIS robot can perform in one of two modes: teleportation in which the movement of the robot is controlled by the operator, and semiautonomy in which the robot follows a path omitting obstacles. The robot has been equipped with a frame with sensors forming the modular structure. Sensor's frame is a module that allows operation in semiautonomy mode.
The frame has been equipped with four types of obstacle detecting sensors: 2D laser scanner, laser rangefinders, truepresence radar sensors and tactile sensors. Their positionshown in Fig.2 -has been settled in the way that sensors cover the whole area around the robot and the main information concerns the area in front of IBIS. 
SEMIAUTONOMY METHOD
where: l -subbehavior number, t -iteration number, µ lsubbehavior credibility factor, α l -subbehavior basic
-current and previous control vectors. 
where: w -wheel's index, equals 1 for right and 2 for left wheel.
The s i values take into consideration both convex and concave obstacles. In indoor conditions s i can be simplified to:
These properties lead to a fact that if we have m (m is even number) sensors placed symmetrically along main movement axis we need to define m/2 weighting factors W. 
where s' s,i is a laser scanner's reading and a angle width vector is then created:
where W safe is a radius of safety region around the robot. , and openings (valleys) are found (see Fig. 4 ).
Then we establish a set of valleys:
where p bj , p ej are beginning and end points of valley. A goal orientation control signal is controlled by the difference of current azimuth and desired bearing:
where A C is current azimuth value. The linear velocity control is calculated as follows:
Sensors' failures is a vector ] , ,..., [ Limiting function has a following form: Table 1 . Values of quality rates for Simulation 1 -3
In Fig. 6 and Table 1 the robot gets closer to obstacle (Fig. 7a) . During the whole movement, the distance to the target is decreasing (Fig7b). Comparing the results of simulations 1 and 2 it can be concluded that in the case of a failure of the FL laser rangefinder, the robot achieved its target after a longer time.
Quality rates E, T and v M achieved worst values whilst the value of S and s are slightly better.
Simulation 3 -failure of the laser scanner In the last, third simulation the failure of laser scanner was examined. The results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 6 , Fig. 9 and Table 1 .
Presented results indicate that semiautonomy algorithm has high resistance to selected sensors' damage. Robot with damaged sensors moves to the target relatively fast which is related to the fact that it has less information about obstacles.
Therefore it moves more freely but less safely.
Within this work simulation research has also been conducted assuming the damage of remaining sensors in the case of a single sensor failure. Based on all performed simulations it can be concluded that, in most cases, the developed semiautonomy algorithm is capable of dealing with the damage of a single sensor. (Fig. 11a ). Further research will focus on simulating and testing the failure of large number of sensors and its influence to robot's movement.
